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Description
We are publishing an article that would include an embedded iframe of the following HTML document (
http://www.shawnaross.com/jitp/). In the past we have been able to host a version of the HTML document on GC servers and receive
a custom shortcode to allow for the iframe. We'd like to do this again.
History
#1 - 2016-05-16 01:06 PM - Matt Gold
- Category name set to WordPress (misc)
- Status changed from New to Assigned
- Assignee set to Boone Gorges
#2 - 2016-05-16 05:44 PM - Boone Gorges
- Target version set to 1.9.16
Sure. I'll get this in for you on the 21st.
#3 - 2016-05-21 11:11 PM - Boone Gorges
- Status changed from Assigned to Resolved
Hi Kimon - I've just implemented this.
The files (HTML page + mla-tweets.xlsx) will be served locally. The URL for the content is
http://commons.gc.cuny.edu/wp-content/static/JITP-Shawna-Ross/ and
http://commons.gc.cuny.edu/wp-content/static/JITP-Shawna-Ross/mla-tweets.xlsx
The shortcode for embedding via iframe is:
[shawnaross-jitp width="800" height="600"]
Adjust the size as needed.
Everything will be live and ready to be used within the next hour or so.
Let me know if you have any problems!
#4 - 2016-06-08 10:03 AM - Kimon Keramidas
- File index.html added
Boone,
There were some layout problems within the iframe once we staged it on the JITP dev site that had to do with the CSS of the internal HTML. We have
new HTML from the article author. Could you swap out the old file with this one? Thanks.
Kimon
#5 - 2016-06-08 05:13 PM - Boone Gorges
Sure. The file is updated in https://github.com/cuny-academic-commons/cac/commit/fd8e43cd1ca1acce347f0ec3bdf299dd8b0a08b6 and will be
deployed as part of our release on the 11th.
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